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West Island Woodlands Community Advisory Group

November 29, 2001
Regional District boardroom, Port Alberni

Present:
Advisory Group Members:

*
*

Carlson, Harald
Avis, Rick (alt)

Forest Recreation McKay, Mike (alt)                Independent Sawmills
McKay, Pat

* McKay, Jack                           Logging Contractors
* Edgell, Phil Watershed Committee R Powell, Dan                        Provincial Government
* Flynn, Shawn Small Woodlots * Creighton, Jim                 Small Business/Chamber

Johnsen, Gary Toquaht Bill Randles                                           Labour

* Swann, Gary                         Regional Government

Jones, Neil Education R
*

Thornburg, Jack                                  Environment
Chris Laws                                   Environment (alt)

* Lem, Tawney Hupacasth R
*

McRae, Ken                              City Governmment
Brett, Donna (alt)

Levis, Jim Bamfield Watts, David                                             Tseshaht
* McIntosh, John Parks Canada

Tourism

Resource/Other:

Steve Chambers – Weyerhaeuser Michelle Colussi – Facilitator
Neil Malbon - Weyerhaeuser Ryan Dvorak –Recording Secretary

1. Welcome and Introductions:
Welcome to group

2. Approve Agenda:
The agenda was approved with the following additions:

� Steve Chambers report on Audit results, and a response to Mike Stini’s
comments from the previous meeting

� Discussion surrounding the last meeting Nov. 8th

� Comment from the recreation sector
3. Approval of the November 8, 2001 minutes:

The minutes where approved with no objections.

4.   Steve Chambers report on the Audit results:
The results of the QMI Inc. Audit, indicated that there where no major or minor non-
conformances. The results did; however, indicate 4 items for improvement, these are:
1. Consider trying to recruit a member of the local government for the WIWAG

� This has occurred
2. Consider establishing a sub-committee to look at social issues involved with

implementing a SFM plan and system.
� Does the group want to address criteria 5 & 6 of the SFM plan
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� We haven’t had a conversation about economic benefits
� Social benefits may be out of this group’s control
� First Nation’s concerns are directed at cultural awareness, as well an action

plan should be developed around indicator 60
� The point of this recommendation is that social concerns are not forgotten

       3.  Consider more liaison between WITU staff responsible for reporting on the SFM
plan and the WIWAG
� Steve will seek to build a relationship with staff who are impacted by

indicators
4. Consider reinforcing awareness of the SFM system with hourly and contract

crews. Likewise, some staff need more familiarity with the SFM system.

The WIWAG group will hold a discussion on the link between economic and
social issues.

5.  SHAW Cable Interview:
� SHAW Cable has indicated that they will run the WIWAG meeting tape again
� It is approximately 4 – 6 minutes long
� Primarily consisting of interviews between Paul Quinn and Michelle Colussi
� Michelle will get a copy of the program

6. Meeting with Gillian Trumper:
� Gillian was very receptive to the issues raised
� Resource based communities seem not to have a voice in the provincial

government
� An MLA without a portfolio may not have the most access to information
� What does the group want to do in way of a response
� Further educational approaches when conducting discussions with politicians may

be valuable

7. Truck Logger’s Association Proposal
“Incentive Based Forestry: Meeting the Coastal Challenge:
Presented by Jack McKay

This proposal includes:
a) Policy Components:

1) Incentive Based Forest Policy Reforms to Revitalize the Coastal Forest
Sector

2) Market Based Timber Pricing
3) Market Structure Reforms to Increase Market Influences
4) Legislative and Regulatory Reform
5) Securing Forestry Land Use
6) Silviculture Investment

The Underlying Principles of this Proposal Include:
� Moving away from a forest policy framework premised on a “social engineering”

foundation and replace it with incentive based, market driven forest policy.
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� The transition must be careful and measured
� Government’s role in forest policy must create a market structure which promotes

innovation, productivity, profitability and investment. Key to this market structure
is the creation of an open log market.

How to Get There:
Market Based Timber Pricing:
The TLA Proposal recommends the replacement of the Comparative Value
Pricing Stumpage System with an “Incentive Based Stumpage” method of
timber pricing. The IBS model calculates stumpage based on:
Revenue – Operating Costs = Gross Profit
Revenue projections would be based on “stand as whole” profiles and the
MoF regional 3 month log price data. Operating costs would be derived from
the MoF logging cost survey for a defined set of operational costs specific to
stand level operations. The gross profit would be split between government
and industry, with the government’s share constituting stumpage, or
economic rent.

Increased Market Influences:
The TLA Proposal recommends that a change is necessary to the coastal
market structure in order to revitalize the coastal industry. Avenues for this
change would be, an increased role of the market in driving changes, creation
of an open log market and the separation of harvesting from processing.
The TLA recommends:
� Restructure the SBFEP to sell all timber in the program competitively
� Remove the SBFEP from MoF and implement a program through a

Crown timber corporation
� Replace full phase timber harvesting contracts with replaceable market

contracts
� Promote the sale or joint venture partnerships of major tenures to non-

integrated market logging interests
� Promote interim measures agreements with First Nations
� Amend section 128 of the Forestry Act to exempt companies from section

127 requirements in order to facilitate export of a minimum of 10% of a
company’s annual log production.

Legislative and Regulatory Reform:
� Restructure the terms and conditions of major licenses
� Revise section 54 of the Forest Act
� Amend section 38 of the Forest Act
� Facilitate the amalgamation of forest licenses into new area based tenures

or TSA consortiums
� Revise and relax cut control rules
� Eliminate Appurtenancy requirements
� Eliminate the Mill Closure requirements
� Eliminate the 5% AAC take back on license transfers
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� Log grade revisions to low grade pulp logs and revised utilization
standards

� Implementation of a results based Forest Practices Code supporting forest
certification schemes

Bill 13:
� Contractors can harvest more cost effectively
� A professional, independent harvest sector is required

Making It Right:
� Consolidation of contracting operations
� Implement the Market Structure Reforms
� Increase Contractor responsibilities
� Grandfathering the existing Bill 13 contractors
� Timber harvesting contracts have value and can be exchanged and

leveraged for tenure rights
                

Securing Forestry Land Use:
� Use the Resource Management Zone and Higher Level Plan provisions of

the FPC Act to create distinctive priority use areas.
� The Provincial Cabinet must establish a working forest that will clearly

articulate and support the size and type of forest industry the people of
BC want and expect

Silviculture Investment:
� Investments in enhanced Silviculture are provided protection by enacting

a 2 step process:
� First, secure the forest land base
� Second, enact legislation which would place a lien of lands

receiving private enhanced silviculture investments

Benefiting British Columbia:
� Revise market structure
� Provide the forest policy framework to reduce delivered log costs and

increase log values
� Grow the AAC
� Create a working forest and enhanced forestry zones
� Streamline forest regulations and introduce a results based FPC that is

consistent with forest certification
� Provide opportunities in value added manufacturing and First Nations

manufacturing
� Introduce market logging interim measures
� Provision of stable, high quality employment
� Ensure the maintenance of viable and vital communities in rural BC

Comments on the Presentation:
� There are a limited number of consumers in the marketplace
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� Should the group bring in an expert on raw log exports
� Social engineering occurs when the logger subsidizes the operations of

the mill
� Zone Management of the forest into different management objectives is

perhaps poorly thought out
� Harvesting has to have priority in some areas
� What is the current deal with TFL 44
� Does the group wish to have a discussion on the proposal and generate a

response

Key Issues Identified with both the Weyerhaeuser and TLA proposals
that could impact our communities:

� Appurtenancy
� Cut Controls
� Market Based impact on tenure and sales
� Log Exports (TLA)
� That the economic rent generated stay within the

community

8. Break 7:45

9.   Woodlot Owners Proposal: 
      Presented by Sean Flynn. The draft title is: “Managing the Forest For the Trees”
� The proposal is not complete as of yet; however, the following is a summary of that

which is completed to date.
� The TLA and Weyerhaeuser proposals have been very technical to date. This

document is written more for public consumption, as tenure reform means nothing to
a large component of BC’s population. The first half deals with where we where and
are, with the second half setting out where we may go. It is seen as important to
include some history of this issue, as the past reveals that this issue has been visited
before, as well as clarifying some of the important points, such as how tenure was
formed and why. There is a good deal of fun in this proposal, eg. “she’s hoped” being
the title of the where we are at today section. Hopefully, many people will contribute
to this document. It is important to remember the “it’s broke, you fix it philosophy”.

Differences from the TLA and Weyerhaeuser Proposal:
� This proposal doesn’t tinker with the existing system, it reflects a fresh start
� It examines what motivates individuals as policy makers
� Examines the human desires for $’s vs. the responsibilities of land

management
� Proposed Area Based Tenures biologically based operating units which range

in size from small (close to communities) to large (far from communities)
� Proposes that 50% of the tenure rights would stay with the licensee and 50 %

would go to auction
� Responsibility for the land base stays with the licensee

Tenure Types:
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1. Harvesting Tenure
2. Silviculture Tenure: would be competitively auctioned

� There would be an AAC link from the Silviculture tenure to the
Harvesting tenure, which would have the incentive of ensuring quality
Silviculture work

Raw Log Exports:
� The Russians and the NDP have proven that regulations don’t work
� There has to be an incentive built in to the system
� This proposal has an underlying philosophy that raw log exports is a

privilege, and that all tenure holders have the privilege to export up to
10% of the AAC

a) 10% of export volume in the form of logs would be paid to
the government
� Any increase in the AAC on a tenure (due to

Silviculture intensification) and the volume of the
increase can also be exported

� This serves to link the management of little trees with
logging

b) 50% of Raw Log export profits would go to the Silviculture
tenure holder

c) There would be no restrictions on exports of logs except for
designated species

In Progress:
� First Nations issues
� Costs vs. Compensation
� Mop – up “How to Stay There”

Comments:
� Silviculture seems to only address volume increases not value increases
� Pretty revolutionary
� Would the BC government still be the overseeing agency?
� How is certification tied into this?
� How does the I.W.A. propose to deal with the current situation and

possible solutions?
� Should the group be more proactive in dealing with the current crisis?
� Need to request that the WIWAG group and other stakeholders be

involved in the decision making process
� The request should come from the more “politically important”

organizations which are represented on the group
Where does the group want to go with this discussion?
A letter should be created, no objections

o State who is signing and who they represent (The WIWAG
membership)

o Include a request for a draft re: log export policy
o Address the removal of appurtenancy
o Community benefits
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o How current economic rent is dispersed
o Be general and identify community concerns
o Get a comment from a union representative
o A draft will be created and circulated by Michelle to be sent out

prior to Christmas
o Sent to Gillian, MoF, Premier, Leader of Opposition
o Copy to local district Forest Office

Does the Group want to hear from the Union in January? – “Yes”

10.  Steve’s Response to Mike Stini
� A letter has been generated and circulated which outlines Weyerhaeuser’s

response to comments made by Mike Stini at the November 8th WIWAG
meeting

� This will be discussed with Mike.
How are SFM plan applications carried out in private lands
Indicators are written to reference the FPC which does not apply
You can’t do different management practices in different jurisdictions
How are we going to define sustainability; Cutblock by Cutblock, TFL, DFA

11.  WIWAG 2002 Plan Revision Schedule:
� Technical sub-committee formed to look at priority sections of the

plan
� Reviewed riparian and connectivity sections
� The work of the sub-committee is draft and will be brought to the

group for discussion
� It is proposed that this process be geared up for the New Year
� The sub-committee will meet weekly, Thursday mornings 9:00am @

RAMS office
� A schedule has been created to allow all of the group to participate
� Plan revisions made prior to March 31st will be integrated into the

2002 SFM plan, which Steve will then integrate into practices
� Public accessibility to information is an issue, and the closure of the

Forest Information Centre will impact on many indicators
� It is noted that Hamish Kimmins will be contacted
� Zone management, what does it mean?

o Should the plan follow this system/
o Suggestion that there should be a presentation on:

� FEN’s
� VILUP
� Weyerhaeuser planning department in

preparation/education for discussion regarding zone
management

Sub-committee suggestion that draft documents be posted on the web-site
so groups members can download them
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12.  Meeting Schedule:
The following meeting dates are scheduled for the whole WIWAG group:

January 24th

February 21st

March 21st

13.  Riparian Values:
� It was agreed to eliminate some indicators: #4 and $37
Total Stream length S4 15m buffer 85%

S5 15m buffer 40%
S6 15m buffer 20 – 40% (?)

Old #37: % of buffers for each S4,5&6 removed in the DFA
Rationale: S4,5&6’s contribute to the quality of class S1,2&3
The debate continues around whether or not, and the degree to which S6’s
should be buffered. The sub-committee will continue to think through this.

14.  Recreation:
� Plan to meet in January regarding recreation issues
� Getting a lot of phone calls/e-mails regarding de-activation issues
� Specifically Nahmint 600, and a number of roads on the West Coast
� The next meeting should prioritize roads
� What is the cost vs. value of keeping roads open
� Needs to be negotiated with Weyerhaeuser
� De-activation can be made user friendly
� MoF can take on areas as designated forest use roads

11. Adjournment 9:40pm

13.  Next Meeting

Location: Regional District Boardroom
January 24th 3008 Fifth Avenue
February 21st Port Alberni
March 21st Time: 6:00pm – Dinner

6:30pm – Meeting
Handouts:

Response to Mike Stini letter
“What are protected areas worth” by Richard Kool
WIWAG 2002 Plan Revision Schedule
QMI Audit Results
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Actions From the November 29th WIWAG Meeting

Action: Completion Date Person responsible
Letter to the premier & M of Forests Dec. 14 Michelle
Sub-committee re-evaluation of connectivity
goals

Pending Phil

Review Indicator #31 and bring
recommendations

Pending Recreation

Present analysis of harvest option #1 February Peter Kofoed – done
Schedule Hamish Kimmins ASAP Michelle
Talk to Steve about variable retention Pending Michelle
Get a copy of SHAW interview Pending Michelle
Discuss a possible presentation by an expert on
log experts

Pending Michelle

Contact Union reps re: Jan. Meeting ASAP Michelle & Greg – done
Adjust Math for Indicator #2 Pending Steve
Action Plan for all of 2002 January meeting Michelle
Report on absentee members January Michelle
Bring pictures of VR settings To be scheduled Greg Leachman

Flagged Items List:
� How are SFM plan applications carried out in private lands?
� Indicators are written to reference the FPC code which does not apply to private

lands.
� Can the company apply different management practices in different jurisdictions?
� How are we going to define sustainability, Cutblock by Cutblock, TFl, DFA?  This is

related to the discussion of zone management (below)
� Zone management, what does it mean?

� Should the plan follow this system
� Suggestion that there should be presentations on:

� FEN’s
� VILUP
� Weyerhaeuser planning department in preparation/education for

discussion regarding zone management and to help group
understand their process and the things they do/don’t do before a
harvest.

� Group wants a presentation on Variable Retention (see action item above).
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